Abstract: PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) fuel cell is a promising renewable energy source to a wide range of applications for its clean products and high power density. However, controlling its humidity is a challenging problem due to the interdependence of several phenomena contributing in membrane's water content. This work deals with efficiency improvement of PEM fuel cells via humidity control. An innovative strategy of control based on the model of Ref.
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Introduction
Fuel cell technology faces many obstacles retarding its marketing such as production cost and lifetime limitation. Among real obstacles is the control of physical phenomena occurring inside the cell in high dynamics of power demand. Particularly, controlling internal humidity of fuel cells is one of the most challenging problems. In fact, several interdependent phenomena contribute in membrane's water content. Placing a humidity sensor is unfeasible since the membrane is extremely thin and the sensor will block gas diffusion. Hence, a control-oriented mathematical modeling of water transport is needed to improve fuel cell's efficiency and lifetime.
Strong dependence and coupling between internal phenomena are the main cause of mathematical modeling limitation in literature. To avoid complexity, most of works focus on studying each phenomenon separately from the others. The existing models could be classified into three main categories:
(1) Static models describing the fuel cell's polarization curve [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These models are suitable for stationary applications where the operating point do not change rapidly. However, when it comes to dynamic applications these models are not convenient since they cannot follow the rapid change in power demand.
(2) Dynamic linear models such as state space linear models [10] [11] [12] [13] . They result from the linearization of nonlinear models around an operating point. Being simple and easy to control are their main advantages.
However, these works do not describe precisely highly nonlinear phenomena occurring inside the fuel cell. Results in Ref. [14] show a considerable error between linear models and experimental tests. Therefore, the fuel cell's control in dynamic applications cannot rely on this type of models.
(3) Dynamic nonlinear models that focus on studying each phenomenon separately from the others. For example, in the works of Refs. [15] and [16] electrochemical modeling was not coupled with mass balance modeling. Furthermore, they do not consider the effect of temperature and humidity variations on the output voltage and voltage losses. Other works are based on fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks approaches to model the fuel cell [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Based on learning techniques, these computational models are not appropriate for fuel cells because they are not deterministic: they are black box; that is internal phenomena are not described. Moreover, model's learning requires time which is not convenient for controlling a critical parameter such as membrane's humidity.
Important works dealing with modeling membrane's water content in transient behaviors are the ones given by Refs. [25] and [26] . In their works, Wang studied the water distribution with respect to the space scale in a three-dimensional model as well as the two-phase flow. Fuller and Newman [27] examined experimentally the water transport number in Nafion 117 membrane and presented the relationship between transport number and electro-osmotic coefficient. Okada et al. [28] modeled the water transport and concentration profile at the anode side.
In summary, the above models do not consider all parameters influencing the membrane's humidity, such as: water mole fractions in hydrogen and oxygen, water production at the cathode as well as the phenomena of diffusion and electro-osmosis between anode and cathode. Furthermore, they do not study the dynamic evolution of the humidity and its influence on the fuel cell's efficiency. This paper is based on the mathematical model developed in our previous work [1] where the above limitations were covered. In that model all parameters affecting membrane's humidity including gas humidification rates were studied. Effect of humidity on electrical outputs and interactions between charge and mass transport along the fuel cell's components were considered. In this work, an innovative strategy of humidity control is proposed. It consists on regulating gas humidification rates according to the power demand so that to improve fuel cell's efficiency.
Mathematical Model
In a previous paper we have developed a mathematical model that meet the objectives of the control proposed in this work [1] . The model built in Ref. [1] takes into account interactions between fuel cell's internal phenomena as well as their effects on the membrane's humidity. It also permits to regulate the humidity through humidification of input gas. We recall in Table 1 
The global state-space model is:
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Efficiency Improvement of PEM Fuel Cells via Humidity Control
Simulation results presented in our previous paper [1] showed that water mole fractions in hydrogen and oxygen have influence on the fuel cell's electrical efficiency. These results are used in the following section to build an appropriate humidity control aiming to minimize power losses inside the cell.
Humidity Control
We develop in this part a strategy for controlling the membrane's humidity in view of improving its performance. The proposed strategy is based on regulating the membrane water content As is widely used in the literature, the control of the humidity inside fuel cells is realized by fixing a constant reference for water activities A w a and C w a regardless of the operating conditions. In fact, maintaining a constant humidity in case of dynamic power demand, such as in automotive applications, is not optimum as we will show in this work. The remainder of this section is divided into two parts: In the first part, we elaborate the control laws that ensure static water activities regardless of the power demand. In the second part, the evolution of the power demand is taken into consideration when building the control laws.
Control for Static Water Activities
In case of stationary applications, the dynamic of load variation is slow and therefore the power demand can be considered as piecewise constant. Hence, the control objective is to maintain the water activities at 
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Similarly, the real root of the Q function gives:
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Given that, the control laws ensuring constant water activities of 80% are:
. demand. This is due to the high voltage drop caused by the current increase. Therefore, simulation results show that maintaining constant water activities in variable operating power is not optimum for the fuel cell's efficiency.
Control for Dynamic Water Activities
In order to improve fuel cell's efficiency in variable operating power (case of automotive applications), we are going to build in this part a control providing an appropriate dynamical evolution for water activities.
In particular, we propose a sinusoidal variation of In Fig. 8 we simulate the evolution of the electrical efficiency with respect to the power demand. First of all, we notice that the efficiency is conversely proportional to the power demand. Indeed, for high power demand the current generated by the fuel cell is large and so are the losses. In opposition, when the power demand is low the losses are also low and therefore the efficiency is higher. Second, the simulation shows that dynamic control of water activities ensure better efficiency comparing to static control. In addition, the result proved that the best dynamic efficiency is obtained for a time-phasing of 3  between anode and cathode water activities.
In conclusion, simulation results show that static humidity control do not provide optimum efficiency especially in case of dynamic power demand such as in automotive applications. A better control consists of dynamic humidity regulation similar to the power demand evolution. Furthermore, time-phasing between anode and cathode water activities plays an important role in the efficiency improvement and its best value is 3    . It should be noted that this value is drawn from simulations and do not represent the optimal value. However, it shows that taking into account time-phasing between water activities make an important improvement in fuel cell's efficiency up to 20% as shown in Fig. 8. 
Conclusion
In this work, an innovative strategy of humidity control in PEM fuel cells is proposed. It consists on regulating gas humidification rates according to the power demand so that to improve fuel cell's dynamic efficiency. The proposed control uses the model of Ref. [1] to calculate the membrane's water content thereby solving the problem of placing a humidity sensor inside the cell. Humidification constraints are taken into account to avoid dry out or flooding of the membrane. Control for static and dynamic water activities are examined. Simulation results show that static humidity regulation do not provide optimum efficiency in case of dynamic power demand. A better regulation consists of dynamic humidity regulation similar to the power demand variation. Furthermore, effect of time-phasing between anode and cathode water activities is studied. Simulations results prove that time-phasing plays an important role in minimizing power losses. Results show a significant improvement in fuel cell's efficiency up to 20% for a time-phasing of 3  .
